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When minimizing a functional of the calculus of variations with varying 
constraints of obstacle type, it may happen that, in the limit problem (when it 
exists), the constraint is no longer of obstacle type; it may take a “relaxed” form. 
This situation is analysed in this paper. Following De Giorgi’s r-convergence 
approach, a class of functionals is constructed which is compact and which 
contains the obstacle constraint functionals. In this sense, this class of problems has 
been closed. 
Contents. 1. Introduction and notations. 2. Statements of compactness results 
for the sum of quadratic energy functionals and unilateral constraint functionals in 
H:(0); applications. 2.1. Unilateral constraints. 2.1.1. Statement of the main 
theorem. 2.1.2. Application: the “fakir’s carpet” in RN with N> 2. 2.2. Bilateral 
constraints. 2.2.1. Statement of the main theorem. 2.2.2. Application: problems 
with “holes.” 3. Proof of the compactness theorems. 3.1. Unilateral constraints. 
3.1.1. The main compactness theorem for d +Y- in Wi*P(L?) with 1 < p < co. 
3.1.2. Convexity of the limit constraint functional. 3.1.3. When the limit constraint 
functional is of obstable type: the Mosco convergence of the constraint functionals. 
3.2. Bilateral constraints. 4. Integral representation theorem for the functionals of 
.$. 5. An example in WA*P(f2) with 1 < p < co. Appendix. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
Let us consider a sequence of minimization problems with unilateral 
constraints of obstacle type, for example, 
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5Q.J: Min 
i, R 
IDu12dx-jnhUdx;uEH~(R),u~g,a.e.onR1, 
where h E L*(Q). 
Let us first describe by the following examples various forms of the limit 
problem (as n goes to infinity) when it exists. 
EXAM.'LE 1. Let Q = IO, l[ and g, = 1 on [l/2 - l/n, l/2 t l/n], 
g, = 0 elsewhere. Then, for every h E L*(R), 
In this example, the limit constraint is not taken in the sense almost 
everywhl:re, but one has to use the continuous representative u’ of U. More 
generally , when considering “thin” limit obstacles, one has to use the quasi- 
continuous representative of u and take the constraints in the sense quasi- 
everywhl:re. Hence, it is necessary to use some notions of potential theory 
(cf. [4] Ibr a bibliography). 
EXAMPLE 2: The “fakir’s carpet.” Let 9 = IO, 1 [ x 10, 1[ in R*. We 
divide C into rrz disjoint squares of side l/n and let B’, be the small ball of 
radius e-“’ centered in the center of each square. Let g, = 1 on Uj B’,, 
g, = 0 esewhere. Then, for every h E L’(0) and B Bore1 subset of Q with 
meas 8B = 0, 
Min 
11 R 
IDu I* dx - jfl hu dx; u E H@), ZJ > g, a.e. on B 1 
----+ I4in n-a3 1, n 
/Du~‘dx+2rrjB((1-zt)+)zdx-jJzudx;uEH&2), 
u>o . 
I 
The 1im.t problem contains the term le ((1 - u)‘)’ dx which can be inter- 
preted as a penalty term with respect o the constraint u > 1. The study of 
this exalnple (proposed by De Giorgi [ 171) was first carried out by Carbone 
and Colombini (cf. [ 11 I). The relaxation phenomenon, which has been 
exhibitecl, is of very general nature and appears in many problems of physics 
(cf. [ 14, 21, 25, 261). We shall develop this example in Section 2. 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let Q be the ball in IRN of radius R centered at 0. Let 
g,(x) = Inf ( 1 1 n, n (xIN-Z -ygcT* 1 
Then, for every h E Z,‘(R) and w an open subset of 0, 
Min IDul’dx-jn hudx; 24 E H@2), u 2 g, on w 
I 
- Min n-m IDul’dx+(N-2)SN6(o)--lmhudx;uEH:(n),u>01, 
where 6 is the Dirac measure at the origin (6(w) = 1 if w 3 0, 6(o) = 0 if 
6 3 0) and S, is the area of the unit sphere in IRN. 
These three examples illustrate the various forms of the limit problem: it 
may still be an obstacle problem (the constraint being taken eventually in a 
sharper sense than originally, namely quasi-everywhere (cf. Example 1)); 
otherwise, it takes a relaxed form as described in Examples 2 and 3 (the 
constraint functional may take values different from 0 and fco). 
Clearly, if the sequence of obstacles (g,) converges in a strong enough 
sense to g, we are in the first situation. An abundant literature has been 
devoted to this subject (cf. [5, 7-9, 111). The difficulty was to find the 
weakest assumptions of convergence of g, to g which guarantee that we are 
in the first (stability) situation. More precisely (cf. [5]), when g, and g are 
quasicontinuous, then for every h E L’(0) the solution a,, of Lp(g,) 
converges to the solution u of Y(g) strongly in HA(a) if and only if g, 
converges to g in L’(C), that ys, ]$O” C’({( g, - g] > t)) dt2 -+ 0 (C is the 
capacity defined from the norm of, H@)). In particular, if g, - g in 
w - W~Vp(Q) with p > 2, then g, -+ g in L’(C). The implication g, - g in 
w - Wi3p(12) with p > 2 + u, -+ u in Z-I@) is also obtained by Boccardo 
and Murat (cf. [9, 231). 
Without such assumptions on the g,, there may appear a relaxation 
phenomenon as described in Examples 2 and 3. In order to grasp also this 
situation, De Giorgi, Dal Maso, and Longo proved in [ 15, 181 that the limit 
problem, when it exists, can always be written in the following form: 
(9): Min 
I 
1 
n 
[Du I2 dx + 1 f(x, z&x)) Q(x) + I@) - h, h dx; u E ffA(fJ) 1 9 
R 
where p and v are two positive Radon measures, ,u E H-‘(0), f is convex, 
I.s.c., and decreasing with respect o u (zi is a quasicontinuous representative 
of u). More generally, they describe a class .F of unilateral constraint 
functionals (containing the unilateral constraints of obstacle type) which is 
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compact in the following variational sense: for every (F,) in Sr, there exists 
a subsequznce (n,J and a rich family Z@ of Bore1 subsets of a such that, for 
every B E 9, 
Min IDu 1’ dx + F,Ju, B) - i, hu dx; u E H;(Q) 1 
k Min -+ JDu 1’ dx + F(u, B) - jQ hu dx; u E H;(Q) 1, 
where FE Y; furthermore, the functionals of the class Sr can be written in 
an integral form as in 5”. 
In this article, we give a complete presentation and various extensions of 
this result of De Giorgi. We extend the compactness theorem, in particular to 
the case where the energy functional is not necessarily quadratic (for 
example, 1, IDulp dx with p > l), and more generally to the case where the 
energy fu:rctionals lo j,(x, Du(x)) dx converge, which allow us to combine 
convergence of the obstacles and homogenization problems (cf. 
Theorem 3.1). Using new tools in approximation in convex analysis (cf. [2]), 
we clarify and simplify the part of functional analysis in the proof of the 
integral representation theorem for a unilateral constraint functional (cf. 
Theorem 1.1). We apply the previous results to the study of the “fakir’s 
carpet” in IRN. We prove a convergence theorem and obtain a general 
formula fir the limit problem. These results hold without any assumption 
about the shape or the regularity of the obstacles (cf. Theorem 2.3). Finally, 
we prove that .the bilateral constraint problems, in particular problems with 
equalities on “small holes,” can be deduced very simply from the previous 
unilateral results (cf. Theorem 3.11). 
An imljortant question remains open: for a general energy functional, is 
the limit :onstraint functional convex? The answer is positive for quadratic 
energy functionals (cf. Proposition 3.9) and in some particular cases (cf. 
Example 5.1). 
An other natural question is to determine what is the exact closure, in a 
variatioml sense, of the, class of unilateral constraints of obstable type? 
Recent results in this direction are established in [3]. 
Notaticw. We denote by 
R a bounded open set of IRN equipped with the Lebesgue measure dx; 
V the Sobolev space WAVp(Q) with 1 < p < +co ; s - V and w - V 
the strong: and the weak topology on V, respectively; 
8 the family of the open subsets w of 0; 
9 the family of the Bore1 subsets B of R. 
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Class 8. Given 0 < a (A4 < +co, we define the class ZFmbr,* = B of the 
energy functionals @: V+ R + such that 
Q(u) = 1 j(x, h(x)) dx, 
n 
where j: (x, z) E D x RN I--+ j(x, z) E R + is Bore1 measurable in x, convex 
and continuous in z, and satisfies 
vz E RN, alzIP<j(x,z)<W +lzlp) for a.e. x E R. 
Class Sr. We define the class jr of the unilateral constraint functionals 
as follows: 
where 
.F= {F: Vx 9 + R’ satisfying (Hlk(H5)}, 
(Hl) Vu E V, B E 9 w F(v, B) is a positive, outer regular, Bore1 
measure; 
(H2) VW E@, u t+ F(v, w) is lower semicontinuous on V, 
F(*, co>+ oo; 
(H3) Vo E 8, u +P F(u, w) is decreasing; 
(H4) Vu, v E V, Vo E 8, u Iw = u Iw s- F(u, co) = F(v, co); 
(H5) Vu, v E V, VoE8, F(uAv,o)+F(uVu,o)<F(u,w)+ 
F(v, 0). 
Class Xc. We define the class 6 of the convex unilateral constraint 
functionals as follows: 
FC = (FE Sr satisfying (H6)}, 
where 
(H6) VW E 8, v M F(v, o) is a convex functional on V. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let g be a function from a into R and let us assume that 
there exists u0 E V such that ziO >g quasi-everywhere on D (C,, is a quasicon- 
tinuous representative of u,,). Let F be defined by: for every v E V and 
BE9 
F(v, B) = 0, if C> g q.e. on B, 
= +m, elsewhere. 
Then FE XC and we shall say that F is the “pure” obstacle functional 
associated to g. 
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EXAMPIE 2. Let ,D be a positive Radon measure of finite energy with 
respect to V and f: (x, t) E R x R t+-tf(x, t) E [0, + co ] Bore1 measurable 
with respect to x and convex, lower semicontinuous, and decreasing with 
respect o t. Let F be defined by 
F(u, B) = jB f(x, v’(x)) 46) (u E V, B E 3). 
Then F E FC. We shall prove that all the functionals of SrC admit such an 
integral representation (cf. Theorem 4.1). 
Remark. From the outer regularity of F(u, .) it follows easily that the 
properties (H3), (H5), and (H6) are also valid for any Bore1 subset of R. 
The corlcept of r-convergence. In order to express the convergence of 
minimizat on problems, for instance 9(g,), to the limit problem 9, it is 
convenien to use the r-convergence concept. Briefly speaking, in our context 
the sequence (G,) r-converges to G if and only if Min(G,(u) - j hu} -+ 
Min(G(u) - j hu} for every h and the solution u, of Min(G,(u) - I hu} 
converges in w - V to the solution u of Min(G(u) - 1 hu}. We refer to the 
Appendix for the basic results we shall use in the following. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE COMPACTNESS RESULTS FOR THE 
SUM OF QUADRATIC ENERGY FUNCTIONALS AND 
UNILATERAL CONSTRAINT FUNCTIONALS IN H:(Q); APPLICATIONS 
In this section, we suppose V = Hi(Q) and we shall consider the class 8q 
of the quadratic energy functionals 
rifq:9= ~E6P;~(U)=jo~aij(X)~~dX;ajjEL",aij=qil. 
1 I J 
We shall use the concept of a rich family of Bore1 subsets (cf. Appendix, 
Section A2). 
We givl: the statements of the main results when the constraint functionals 
are unilatf:ral or bilateral and we develop some applications. 
2.1. Unilateral Constraints 
2.1.1 Sta rement of the Main Theorem 
THEOR :M 2.1. Let (@JneN be a sequence of 8’q and (FJnoN a sequence 
of 6. ‘I hen there exist a subsequence (nJkc N, two functionals @ E gq, 
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F E YC, and a rich family 2% of 9 such that, for every u E Z-Z@) and 
BE9, 
Q(u) = r-(S -L*(a)) Fi Q”,(V), 
k-a, 
Q(u) + F(u, B) = T-6 -L*(a)) ;z [@,,(v) + F,(v, B)]. 
Furthermore, there exist two positive Radon measures ~1 and u with 
,D E H-‘(R) and there exists f: (x, I) E R x IR I--+ f(x, t) E ]-co, +co] Bore1 
measurable with respect o x and convex, l.s.c., and decreasing with respect 
to t such that 
VU E H;(Q), VB E 9, F(u, B) = j f(x, u’(x)) 44) + W, 
tJ 
where C is a quasicontinuous representative of u. 
Consequence. From the properties of T-convergence we have, for every 
h E H-‘(f2) 
Min [Q,,(u) + F,,(u, B) - (h, u)] -+ Min 
ucH;(R) &f;(R) 
[Q(u) + F(u, B) - (h, u)]. 
Moreover, the solutions u,, of Min [ Q,,(U) + F,k(u, B) - (h, u)] converge in 
w --Hi(Q) to the solution tl of Min[@(u) + F(u, B) - (h, u)]. We shall 
prove that, when Q,(U) = Q(u) = ln IDu12, uik converges to U+ strongly .in 
H#2) (cf. Proposition 3.11). 
When (F,) are pure obstacle functionals, we can write 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let (@,) be a sequence of Z$. Let (g,) be a sequence of 
functions from R into (R such that there exists a sequence (u;f) of H,@) with 
u”: > g, q.e. on R and sup,, ]I ui]lH~(oj < +a~. Then, there exist (nk), @, ,u, v,f, 
and A? as in Theorem 2.1 such that, for every B E 5% and h E H- ‘(a), 
Min{ @,,(u) - (h, u); u E HA(Q), z? > g,, q.e. on B} 
k Min + I 
Q(u) + lB f (x, u”(x)) h(x) + v(B) - (k u); u E H@) 1 
and the solutions u,~ of the above minimization problems converge in 
w - H;(Q) to the solution u of the limit problem. 
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Commcmts. Theorem 2.1 can be used in order to prove a convergence 
result with the help of the classical compactness argument: it is sufficient o 
identify ihe limit functional. That is the procedure we shall use in the 
following applications. 
Corollary 2.2 deals with approximating problems in which the constraint 
term tak :s only the values 0 and +a~. But in the limit problem, the 
constrain. term is of the form j, f(x, u’(x)) &(x) + v(B); as described in the 
example )elow from Carbone and Colombini (cf. [ 1 l]), it may happen that 
it takes all values between 0 and +co. 
In fact, this result can be interpreted in the following way: the approx- 
imating problems and the limit problem are of the same type since the 
functional corresponding to a pure constraint can also be written in an 
integral f)rm. But the class of unilateral constraint functionals associated to 
pure obstacles is not “closed” in a variational sense. In the example below, 
the limit :onstraint term belongs to a larger family: the class 5. In a sense, 
we have constructed a class of unilateral constraints which contains the pure 
obstacles and which is closed in a “variational sense.” 
Let us stress finally the fact that it is an open problem to describe exactly 
the closue of the class of pure obstacles. Recently, we have proved that the 
“closure” of the class of pure obstacle functionals associated to functions g, 
which ta1.e only the values 0 and -co, is 
I 
F: V x 9 -+ R + ; F(u, B) = I, a(x)@(x)-)2 dp(x); 
p E (H-l)+, a p-measurable, a ) 0 
I 
(cf. ]31). 
2.1.2. A#cation: The “Fakir’s carpet” 
For every n E N, let us consider the periodic structure in RN of period 
l/n, generated by the elementary cube IO, l/n[“, namely, 
RN= u P’, with 
jsZN 
N + i (j, ,..., j,). 
Let 9: bc: the center of p’, . Let B’(l/2n) (resp. B’(r,)) be the open ball of 
radius 1/2n (resp. r,, with r,, < 1/2n) centered at 9:. 
Let T 3 0 be a bounded subset of IRN. Let k E [R and Tj(r,) be such that 
Tj(r,) c .P’(kr,) and T’(r,) is deduced from r, T by translation of vector tii 
(cf. Fig. 1). 
Let g, and F, be defined as follows: 
g,= 1, on U T’(r,), 
=o elsewhere: 
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. I 
BJ (~1 
Bj (kr,) 
TJ (rn) 
FIG. 1. Figure for the “fakir’s carpet.” 
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and for all u E H@) and B E 9, 
Fn(u, B) = 0, if zi > g, q.e. on B, 
= i-m, elsewhere. 
We denote by Cap T the capacity of T in RN, that is 
Cap* T= inf 
IJ 
IDuJ* dx; u E H’(RN), u’> 1 q.e. on T . 
RN I 
We shal study in detail only the critical case. 
THEOREH 2.3. We assume that r,, = e-“= if N = 2 and r,, = npNIN-* if 
N > 3. Then, for every u E Hi(Q), B E 9 with meas aB = 0 and h E L*(Q), 
Min IDuI’dx-johudx; u E H@?), C) g, q.e. on B 
I 
---+ Min “+CC IDu12dx+CNjB((1-u(x))‘)*dx-johudx; 
u E H,#2), u’ > 0 q.e. on B , 
I 
where C, == 271 and C, = Cap* Tfor N > 3. In particular, ifT = B, (the unit 
ball in IRA) and N > 3, then C, = (N - 2) S,, where S, is the area of B,. 
Moreover, the solutions u, of the above minimization problems converge in 
w - H@: to the solution u of the limit problem. 
ProoJ From Theorem 2.1, there exist (n,J (denoted n), p, v, f, and 9 
such that lbr every u E Hi(a), B E 9, 
lDvl* +F,(v, B) 
I 
= I, (Dul’ t F(u, B), 
where F(u, B) = I, f(x, Z(x)) dp(x) + v(B). Consequently, we have also (cf. 
Corollary 3.6) 
Z--(s-L*(a)) ?‘i 
[ 
j IDv)* tF,(v,o) 
0 I 
R-100 
= j w PI* + 1 f(x, WI) 40) + v(w) w 
for every D E 9 n F” with meas &B = 0. 
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We can choose v = 0 (cf. Theorem 4.1). In order to determine f, it is 
sufficient o determine F(u, o) for every w E 9 n 8, 6 c f2, and u E HA(Q) 
such that u = t on o; hence F(u, w) = F(t, o). 
For t > 1, we have F(t, w) = 0 since 
F(t, w) < lim inf 
I 
pu I2 dx + F,(u, w) = 0. 
n+cc w 1 
For t < 0, we have, for every sequence (u,) such that u, + u in L *&I), 
u, < 0 on a set of strictly positive measure, for every n large; hence 
F(t, w) = lim 
I 
I~u,lZ dx + F,(U,, co) = +a. 
lo 1 
For the case 0 < t < 1, let us first prove that F(t, o) = (1 - t)* F(0, 0). 
Let us admit for a moment that F(O,Q) < +a; this will be proved in 
Lemma 2.4. Let u E H@), u > 0. We have 
i IpI* + F(u, w) 0 
IDu, 1’; u,+u in L’(R), u’,>g, q.e.ono . 
! 
Let 
en= 1, on U W-J, 
=-al, elsewhere 
and 
G,(u, w> = 0, if C> 19, q.e. on 0, 
= +a, elsewhere. 
It is easy to verify that 
u,+ u in L*(Q), U;, > g, q.e. on w 
I 
u, + u in L*(Q), 6, > en q.e. on w . 
I 
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(One inequality is obvious since 8, < g,. The other one is obtained using the 
sequence (u,‘) and the inequality I, ]Du,)* > 1, jDu,+ I’). Consequently, 
= Min lim inf 
1 I 
]Du,]* + G,(u,, o) ; u,, + u in L*(R) . 
0 1 I 
But G,(l - u, w) = 0 e fi Q 0 q.e. on UJ n (U ri(r,)) o VA > 0, 1 - AI? > 1 
q.e. on o 17 (U T’(r,)) o VA > 0, G&l - la, o) = 0. It follows that 
j JD(Au)(*+G,(l-Lu,o)=A* 
ll 
j I~4*+G,(l-w4 
w 
The homcgeneity being preserved by the r-limit process, we get 
F( 1 - Au, W) = PF( 1 - U, 0) for every u > 0. 
Since F( 1 - t, o) < +co for every t < 1, we deduce 
F(f, 0) = (1 - t)* F(0, 0) for every O&t< 1. 
Consequently, for every r >, 0, 
F(f, 0) = ((1 - t)+)* F(0, 0). 
Since F(u, 0) = J, f(x, u’(x)) dp( x ) , we deducef(x, t) =f(x, O)((l - t)‘)*. 
Now, since the problem is invariant by translation, the measuref(a, 0) r.$ 
is the Ha lr measure on [RN; then f(., 0) do = C, dx, where C, is a constant. 
Hence, for every u E HA(R), B E 9 with meas tJB = 0 and u > 0 a.e. on B, 
F(u,B)=C,I ((l-u(x))+)*& 
B 
It rem:.ins to compute C, ; that is the purpose of Lemma 2.4. Notice that 
C, meas :2 = F(0, .Ca) 
= Min 
For simplicity of the notations, let us normalize the measure of Q and take 
meas 0 =: 1 and SJ = IO, l[“. 
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LEMMA 2.4. We suppose that r,, = e-“’ if N = 2 and r, = n -NIN-2 if 
N > 3. Then 
C, = Min (Du, I2 dx; u, + 0 in L’(Q), zi,, > g, q.e. on D 
is achieved for the sequence (z,) such that, on each P’,, z, is equal to the 
solution of the problem 
Min IDv12; v E Hi((1/2n)B,), 62 g, q.e. on r,T , 
I 
and z, = 0 on P{\Bj(1/2n). Moreover, for N > 3, C, = Cap’ T and for 
N=2, C,==2n. 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. (1) We suppose N > 3 and r, = n-N/N-2. Let us 
prove that lim I, 1 Dz, I2 = Cap’ T. We have 
= lim nN JDz,12 dx 
taking u(x) = v(x/r,). Hence lirn~,(D~,~~dx=lirnMin{~~JDv~~dX; 
v E H’(lRN), r7= 1 q.e. on T, v = 0 on RN\(1/2nr,) BN}. But the convex 
{V E H’(lRN); fi= 1 q.e. on T, v = 0 on lRN\(1/2nr,) BN} converges in the 
MOSCO sense to the convex {v E H1(lRN); t7= 1 on T}. Consequently, 
lim 
i 
n JDz,12 dx 
= Min 
II 
RNJDv12dx; vEH1(RN),u’= 1 q.e. on T =Cap’T. 
I 
Furthermore, it is well known (or easy to compute) that Cap’B,= 
(N-2)S,. 
(2) We suppose N = 2 and r,, = e-“*. Let us prove that 
lim s, I Dz, 1 2 = 2n. First, let us prove that for every T such that the interior 
of T is not empty, we have lim In I Dz, I 2 = 2n. It is sufficient to prove that 
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for every k > 0 and for T = kB,, we have lim jn ]Dz, /* = 2x. Let us recall 
that, given B(R) and B(r), two balls of radius R and r (r < R), we have 
CadfR, B(r) = Min 
lj 
IDu(*; u E H;(B(R)), u = 1 on B(r) 
B(R) 
= 2n/(log R - log r). 
Consequently, since there exists a ball B(k’) of radius k’ such that 
B(k’) c ‘I; 
Hence 
27Ln2 
I 
2nn2 
log( 1/2n) - log k’r,, < IDz,lZ < a log( 1/2n) - log kr, ’ 
It follows that lim ]o (Dz, I* = 2a. 
In the case where T has an empty interior, we use the following lemma 
which adapts a result of [lo] (the proof is given in Section A3 of the 
Appendix): 
LEMMP . Let S be a line segment of length A centered at 0, with 
n<2&ogR- 1. Then Cap,, B(A/2n) < Cap,, S < CapBz B(A/2). More 
generally this result is still true if S is a curve of diameter A. 
Since 
Min 
I 
IDul*; u E Hi(B,), zi= 1 q.e. on 2nr, T 
B2 
= Min 
I 
ID24 12; u E HA 
(l/*n)Bz 
we deduce from the previous lemma applied with S = 2nr, T that 
where 1 is the length of T. It follows that lim I, ] Dz,(* = 271. 
(3) 1,et us prove now that, for every u, + 0 in L’(Q), u”,, > g, q.e., we 
have 
lim inf i IDu,J* dx > lim I 
(Dz,,~* dx. 
0 n 
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We have, from the definition of the subdifferentiability of a convex 
functional 
jnIDu,,lzdx> jnlDz,/2dx+2jn Dz,D(u,-z,,)dx. 
Since z, is on each P’,, the solution of 
Min 
I j 
( DU 1 2; u E Z-Z@‘( 1/2n)), v’ > g, q.e. on T’(r,) , 
n I 
we know (cf. [4, Theorem 3.21) that it can be characterized by the 
“complementary system:” 
,Fn > g, q.e. on B’(1/2n), -AZ, =p, E (H-‘(B’(1/2n)))+, 
I B,( ,2n) (2, - g’“) d&l = *, 
where gR is a quasi-u.s.c. regularization of g,. 
First, since U;, E L’(u,), 
7 jB,(,,,“) (cl - fft) 6, = ly jB,(,,,,) 0-c - g”J dh 2 ** 
On the other hand, since supp ,u” c Tj(r,), 
= = 6,1,2a, 
(4 - z’,)(-AZ,) 
i 
=C 
i 
I Bj(l/Z?l) 
Dz, Wn - z.1 dx - 7 jad(,,2n) 2 un d=. 
Consequently, 
Let us prove that 
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Then the proof will be complete. To this end, we shall use some techniques 
developed by Cioranescu and Murat (cf. [ 14 I). Let us consider the sequence 
(w,) such ;hat, on each P’,, w, is the solution of 
w,= 1 on kr,B,, 
Aw,=O on (1/2n) B,\kr,,B,, 
w,=o on RN\(1/2n) B,. 
Since z, d; w, = 1 on @kr,B,), we have from the maximum principle 
z, < w, OII (1/2n) B,\kr,B, and aw,/av < a~,,/& < 0 on a(( 1/2n) BN). Con- 
sequently, 
But w, is radial and, for kr, < p < 1/2n, 
if N = 2, Iv;@) = - 
1 1 
log( 1/2n) - log kr, p’ 
N-2 1 
= - (l/kr,)N-* - (2n)N-* f-1 ’ if N>3, 
and so 
2n 
n* + log(l/2n) - log k ’ 
(N - 2)(2n)N- ’ 
if N = 2, 
=- 
nNk-N+Z _ @)N-2’ if N> 3. 
where &(I!) + 0 as n + 00 and k, = 2, kN = 2N-1(N - 2)kN-‘. 
Hence it remains to prove that 
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Let us consider the functions q,, such that, on each I$, q,, is the solution of 
Aq,=N on UP) B,, 
4” = 0 on P\( 1/2n) B,, 
dqJdp = 1/2n on a(( 1/2n) BN). 
These three conditions are compatible and we get dq,/dp = p on (1/2n) B,. 
We have 
u, da = I au do aml/2n) dv * 
= I Aqnundx + j Dq, Du, dx Bj( 1/2n) Bi(l/2n) 
Consequently, 
Since 2.4 n - 0 in w - H:(R), we get 
3 i,Y(l,?., un du+ O as n--+c0. i 
2.2. Bilateral Constraints 
Since a bilateral constraint functional is the sum of two unilateral 
constraints, we deduce from Theorem 2.1 the main theorem of this setion. 
2.2.1. Statement of the Main Theorem 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (@JnsN be a sequence of &. Let (FL),,, hi and 
(Fft)naN be two sequences of functionals verifying (H l), (H2), and (H4)-(H6) 
and such that, for every w E 0 and n E IN, Fi(-, o) is decreasing and 
F:(-, w) is increasing. We suppose 
3z E H&O), 32, + z in L’(Q) such that @‘,(z,) + Q(z), Fi(z,, B) = 0 
and Fi(z,, B) = 0, for every B E 9. 
580/50/3-6 
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Then, there exist a subsequence (n,), three functionals @ E &, F’, and F’ 
verifying (H 1 ), (H2), and (H4)--(H6), F’(., w) decreasing, F’(., w) 
increasing, and a rich family 5%’ of 9 such that, for every u E Hi(R) and 
BE.9 
@(t ) = T-(s - L2(R)) lim Q,,(v); 
“‘I( 
k+m 
@(z,) + F’(u, B) 
= T-(S -L’(a)) lim[@,,(v) t Flk(v, B)] for i= 1,2; 
@(t,) t F’(u A z, B) t F2(u V z, B) 
= r-(S -L’(a)) lim[@,,(v) + FAk(v, B) t F&(u, B)]. 
Furtherm, n-e, there exist pi, vi (i = 1, 2) positive Radon measures, 
pi E H-‘(L?), and there exist A;:: (x, t) E L! X IR b-)(x, t) E ]-co, +a~] 
Bore1 mazsurable with respect to x and convex, I.s.c., with respect to t, f, 
decreasin;:, f, increasing such that 
Vu E H;(Q), VB E 9, F’(u, B) = I, fi(X, u’(x)) &i(X) + Vi(B)* 
2.2.2. Ap,?lication: Problem with “holes.” 
Let R, Pi,, Tj(r,) be as in Theorem 2.3. Let Fi and Fi be defined by 
F;(u, B) = 0, if u”> 0 q.e. on B n <U Tj(r,)), 
= tco, elsewhere; 
Ff(u, B) = 0, if zI< 0 q.e. on B n (U Tj(r,)), 
= too, elsewhere. 
.PROPO:IITION 2.7. We assume that r, = e-“’ if N = 2 and rn = neNfN-’ 
if N > 3. Then, for every B E 9 with meas 8B = 0, 
Mil IDu 1’ dx; u E Hi(R), u’ = 0 q.e. on B f7 (U Tj(r,)) 
I 
$ Min 
n-t* 
IDUl* dx t C, i, (u(x))‘dx; u E H;(Q)/, 
where C, = Cap* T if N > 3 and C, = 2n tf N = 2. Moreover, the solutions 
of the above minimization problems converge in w - H@) to the solution of 
the limit ,>roblem. 
Proof. This proposition follows immediately from Theorems 2.6 and 2.3. 
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Remark. This problem is also studied by Cioranescu and Murat in [ 141. 
In an equivalent formulation, they prove that the solutions u, of the Dirichlet 
problems 
-Au, = h in n\lJ P(r,), 
u, E mQ\u T’(?t)) 
converge to the solution u of 
-Au+,uuu=h in R, 
u E H;(fJ), 
where p= hm,,(,, IDW”129 where w, are such that, for every j, w, = 0 on 
Tj(r,), Aw, = 0 on B’(1/2n)\Tj(r,,), w, = 1 on P’,p’(1/2n). 
Remark. The constant C,,, is the same for the problem with constraint 
u > 0 on lJ Tj(r,,) or u = 0 on lJ Tj(r,). This is related to the fact that the 
truncations operate in the Dirichlet space H&Q). As noticed in [ 141, when 
working with Q(u) = 1 (Au ] * dx in the space Hi(Q) this is no longer true. 
3. PROOF OF THE COMPACTNESS THEOREMS 
In this section we establish a compactness theorem for the class B +X 
with respect o the T-(s - Lp(0))- convergence. This result was obtained by 
De Giorgi, Dal Maso, and Longo (cf. [ 15, 181) in the case p = 2 and 
@n(u) = II u II‘&*) * Finally, we prove that a compactness theorem for the 
class & + g’, where g is a class of “bilateral” constraint functionals, can be 
deduced from it. 
3.1. Unilateral Constraints 
3.1.1. The Main Compactness Theorem for B + jr in Wt*p(Q) with 
l<p<tco 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (@JnsN be a sequence of B and (FJnEN a sequence 
of K We assume the following hypothesis: 
(H7) sup, infuev (Q,(Y) + I;n(u, B)} < +co, for every B E 9. 
Then there exist a subsequence (nk)ksN, two functionals 9 E 27’ and FE X, 
and a rich family .9 of 9 such that 
VUE v, Q(u) = T-(s - Lp(Q)) lim Q,,(V) U’U 
k-co 
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and, VuFI V, VwE9n8, 
@J(u) + m, w) = r- (s - LP(.f2)) fi [ @“,(U> + Fnk(u’ w)]. 
k+co 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. The proof will be divided into several steps: 
Step 1, tile existence of @; Step 2, the definition of F+ and F- and proof 
that I;+ -= F- on V x D, where D is a dense denumerable family of 55’; 
Step 3, p:oof of F+ = F- on V X 2, where &P is a rich family of 9; Step 4, 
the prop<.rties of F+ and F-; and Step 5, the definition of F such that F = 
F+ =F- on Vx (.%!n@) and proof of FE.7. 
Step 1: Existence of @. From a compactness result concerning the 
class d (cf. [ 12]), there exist a subsequence (nk)ksN and @ E B such that 
@ = T-(s - Lp(a)) lim onk on V; 
we denote Q(u) = lo j(x, Du) dx. 
Step 2: Definition of F+ and F- and proof of F’ = F- on V x D, where 
D is a tlense denumerable family of 9. Let D be a dense denumerable 
family 01’ 9. From a classical compactness theorem of [ 191 (cf. Section Al 
of the Appendix) and a diagonalization argument, we can extract a subse- 
quence (,I~) such that 
exists. Lf:t us define the two new functionals F+ and F-: Vu E V, VB E L-8, 
CI (u) + F+(u, B) = T-(s -t”(Q)) lim sup[@,Ju) + F,Jv, B)], 
a (u) + F-(u, B) = T-(s - Lp(0)) lim inf[@,,(u) + FJu, B)]. 
By definition of the r- lim, it follows that 
VuE V, VBED, F+(u, B) = F-(u, B). 
Step :I: Proof of Ft = F- on V x 9, where 2 is a rich family 
of 9. :;rom the lower semicontinuity of the r- lim sup and the r- lim inf 
(cf. [l!,, Proposition 1.8]), it follows that for all B E 9, u C, 
Q(u) + I’*(u, B) is 1.s.c. for the topology of LP(J2). Since @ is continuous on 
V, u +-+ ,T* (u, B) is 1.~. on V. 
Furtht:rmore v t-+ F*(u, B) is proper. Let B E 9. From (H7) there exist 
A > 0 attd (u,) such that @J,(u,) + F,(u,, B) (A. Since F, is positive and 
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(@,) equicoercive, the sequence (u,) is bounded in V. Thus there exists (nk) 
such that u,, - u in w - V. Consequently 
@P(u) t F+(u, B) < lim SUP[@&,~) t Fnk(unk, B)] <A. 
Hence F+(u, B) < too and it follows that v + F* (u, B) is proper. Moreover, 
B t--r F * (u, B) is positive increasing on 9. 
We deduce immediately, from Lemma 3.2, that F+ = F- on V x 9, 
where 9 is a rich family of 9. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G: V x 9 + f? + be such that 
VVE v, B E I+ G(u, B) is positive increasing, 
VBEAT, u E VW G(v, B) is 1.s.c. on V and proper. 
Let us denote by G, the Yosida approximation of G, that is, 
G,(u) = Inf{ G(v) t (1/2L) I( v - u 1) *; u E V}. 
Let us define B(G) by 
sup G,(v, A) = G,(u, B) = $f G,(v, A)}. 
‘its c 
Then B(G) is a rich family of 9. Moreover, G has a property of continuity. 
More precisely, let G’ and G2 satisfy the same hypothesis as G. Let us 
assume that, for every u E V, there exists D(u), a dense subset of 9, such 
that 
VD E D(u), G’(u, D) = G*(u, D). 
Then B(G’) = B(G*) and Vv E V, VB E B(G’) = B(G’), 
G’(u, B) = G*(IJ, B) and G’(u, B) = ys G’(v, A). 
c 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. It is easy to show, using the proposition in 
Section A2 of the Appendix, that B(G’) is rich in 9. Let u E V, B E B(G’), 
and A > 0. 
(a) Let us first prove that G:(v, B) > Gi(u, B). Let E > 0. By definition 
of Gi, there exists u E V such that 
G;(u, B) > G’(u, B) + (l/21) 11 u - v (1 2- E. 
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By hypotliesis there exists D(U) a dense subset of 9 such that 
G’(u, D) = G’(u, D) for every D E D(u). 
Consequently, for every D E D(u), DC j, we have 
G;(u, B) > G’(u, D) + (1/2A) 11 u - u (1’ - E 
> G:(u, D) - E. 
It follows that 
G;(u, B) > sup{G;(u, D); D E D(u), D cd} - E 
>sup{G&4); A&} --E 
2 G:(u, B) - E, since B E B(G’). 
We deduce that G:(u, B) > G:(u, B). 
(b) Let us now prove that G:(u, B) > G:(u, B). Since B E B(G’) we 
have 
Gl(u, B) = Inf{ G:(u,A); Bc A'}. 
For each n E N, there exist A, such that A, 1 B and 
G’Ju, B) > G;(u, A,) - l/n. 
By defini:ion of Gi there exist u, E V such that 
G~(u,B)~G'(u,,~.)+(~/~~)IJ~,-u/~* - 2/n. 
By hypothesis there exist D(u,) a dense subset of 9 and D, E D(u,) such 
that A, = 0, I> s, 3 B and G’(u,, 0,) = G*(u,, 0,). Consequently, 
G:(u, B) 2 G’tu,, D,) + (WA) l/u, - u II* - 2/n 
2 Gi(u, D,) - 2/n > G:(u, B) - 2/n. 
Thus G;l,u, B) > G;(u, B). 
(c) E:ence we have obtained 
VUE V, VBEB(G’), G&J, B) = G;(u, B). 
Since B(r;*) is rich in 9, B(G’) is dense and we have 
sup{G:(u,A); klj} = sup(G;(u,A);A E B(G'),Ad} 
= sup{G:(u,A); A E B(G'), iid} 
= sup{G;(u,A); A&}. 
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We have also the same equalities with inf. Consequently, sup{G:(v, A); 
xc&} = inf{G:(u,A); Bc A} = Gi(u,B) and thus B E B(G’). It follows 
that B(G’) = B(G’). 
Finally, since Gi(u, B) / G’(o, B) as A \ 0 (cf. [2, Proposition l-6]), we 
obtain making I \ 0, 
Vv E V, VB E B(G’) = B(G’), G’(u, B) = G2(v, B). 
Moreover, 
G’(v, B) = SUP G;(u, B) = ;;; ps G:(v, A) = sup. G’(v, A). 
a>0 c TCB 
Step 4: Properties ofF’ and F-. We recall that F+ and F- are defined 
in Step 2 by: Vu E V, VB E 9, 
Q(u) + F+(u, B) = r-(S - LP(R)) lim sup [Q,(u) + F,,(u, B)], 
Q(u) + F-(u, B) = r-(s - Lp(s2)) lim inf [G,,(v) + F,(u, B)] 
(we denote nk by n for simplicity in this step). 
LEMMA 3.3. (1) We have VU E V, VA, B E 9, F+(u,A UB) < 
F+(u,A) + F+(u, B); 
(2) We h e VuEV, VA, BE@ such that AnB=0, VA’cA, 
VB’cB, ‘4” 
F-(u,AuB)>F-(u,A’)+F-(u,B’) 
(3) Furthermore VB E 9, u H F+(u, B) is decreasing. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. Part (I): By definition of T-(s - LP(R)) lim sup, 
there exist U: -+ u in LP(R) and U: + u in Lp(12) such that 
G(u) + F+(u,A) = lim sup[@Jui) +F,(uA,A)], 
Q(u) + F+(u, B) = lim SUP[@~(U~) + F,(ui, B)]. 
Since u,!, V uf -+ u in LP(R) and using (Hl) and (H3) for F, and the equality 
@,(u V U) + @,(u A u) = G,(U) f G,(u), we obtain 
G(u) + F+ (u, A u B) 
< lim sup[@,(ui V ui) + F,,(uA V ui,A UB)] 
< lim sup[@,(ui) + @,,(uz) - @,(u: A u:> + F,(uA,A) + F,,(u~, B)] 
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Q lim sup[@,(u:) + F,(ui, A)] + lim sup[cP,(u~) + F,(Ui, B)] 
+ lim sup(-@,,(uk A 24:)) 
< Q(U) + F+ (24, A) + @J(U) t F+ (14, B) - lim inf @&A A 1.4 
g~(U)tF+(u,A)+F+(u,B) 
because 1 m inf Qp,(ui A u:) > Q(u). 
Part (2): (a) There exist U, -+ u in LP(R) such that 
Q (24) + F-(24, A U B) = lim inf[ Q&4,) t F&4,, A U B)] 
(b) Let us prove that if 2 c.4, u E V, and u,, + u in Lp(Q), then 
Q(u) t F-&A') < lim inf 
[j 
.A& D&t) + F&n 7 A 1 
A 1 
+ jnv, Axy W 
There ex st z, -t u in Lp(R) such that J”cw j,(x, Dz,) -+ lnw j(x, Du). Let 
t9E W’*a’(0) such that 19= 1 on A’, 8=0 on &4, O<S< 1. Let v,= 
&4,+(1 -B)z,. We have v, + u in Lp(.Q) and 
Dv, = 8 Du, + (1 - 6) DZ, t (24, - Z,) De. 
Let t be such that 0 ( l< 1. From the convexity of j, and the inequality 
.i,(.v)<~(1 tlzlp), we get 
j 
G 
j,(xv tDv,t) < j n Bj& Dun) + I, (1 - e)j,(xv Dz,) 
+ (1 - 0 J, j,(x, (t/(1 - t))(u, - zJ De) 
Q jA .L(x9 DunI + jaw j& DzJ 
t (1 - t) kf I, [1 t I(t/(l - om, - z,> wpl. 
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Let us remark that, from (H4), F,(v,, A ‘) = F,(u,, A ‘) < F,(u,, A) since 
u, = U, on A’. It follows, using U, -z, + 0 in Lp(0), that 
lim inf 
[i 
j,(x, t%) + F’n(u,, 7 A ‘)I n 
< lim inf 
Ir 
j& %I) + F,(%,A) 
A 1 
+ jo, j(x, Du) + (1 - t) A4 u meas R. 
Consequently, 
Q(u) + F-(u, A’) < lim inf 
[I 
j,(x, Do,) -I- F,G,,A’) 
R 1 
< lim sup I [ j,(x, Do,) -j (x, fDu,)l R
+ lim inf j,(x, fDu,,) + F,(u,,A’) 1 
< lim sup( 1 - t) J, Dv, . aj,(x, Dv,) 
+ lim inf j& %J + W,J) 
I 
+ ja,x,j(x, DU) + (1 - t)M ’ meaS ”
But jn Dv, . aj,(x, Du,) is bounded because Jn j,(x, Dv,) is bounded and 
j 
R 
Do,, - aj,,(x, Dv,) < j 
62 
j,(x, 2Du,) < M j (1 + 12D%t’). 
R 
Making t + 1, it follows that 
Q(u) + F-(u, A’) < lim inf j,W%)+~,(%~A) +~nwj(xJW 1 
(c) The inequality of part (a) becomes 
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- 
I j(x,Du)+ @(u)+F-(u,B’) nyr 
Hence 
F-(u,~.uB))F-(u,A’)+F-(u,B’)-~~~-,j(X,DU)--~~-,j(X,DU). 
Part (3 I: Let u’, u* E V with u’ < u*. There exist u;-, u’ in Lp(0) and 
ui -+ u2 in LP(R) such that 
@(u’)+F+(u’,B)=limsup[@,(u~)+F,(u~,B)] 
and @(u’: = lim Q&i). Since uf, A uf, --, u’ A u* = u’ in LP(R), we have 
@(u’) < lim inf @,(uA A 24:) 
and thus, 
Ft (u’, B) >, lim sup[@,,(u:) + F,(ui;B)] - lim inf @,(uk A ui) 
> lim sup[@,(ui) + F,(ui,B) - @J,(u~ A ui)]. 
Using the fact that F, is decreasing and the equality 
@,(u V v) t @,(u A u) = Q,(u) t Q,(v), 
we obtain 
F+(u’,B)a lim sup[@J~A V ui)- @,(ui) + F,,(ui V uft,B)] 
> lim sup[@,(ui V r~i) t F,(u,!, V ui,B)] - lim @,(ui) 
> @(u’) t F+(u’,B) - @(u’) =F+(u2,B). 
Remarl:. In fact, the inequality (2) in Lemma 3.3 can be reinforced: 
F-&A uB)>F-@,A’) +F-(u,B’); 
just modhy the proof inserting auxiliary regular sets between A ’ and 2 (resp. 
B’ and Bl (cf. [3, Chapter 51). 
Step 5 Definition of F such that F = Ft = F- on V x (9 n 8) and 
proof of 1‘ E .F. We define F as follows: 
vu E v, VW E 8, F(u, co) = sup, F + (u, B) = sut F - (u, B) 
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(the last equality results clearly from the equality of F+(u, .) and F-(u, m) 
on a dense subset of 9) and 
VuE v, VBE9, F(u, B) = inf{F(u, w); 0 E 8, 0 3 B}. 
From Lemma 3.2, we have F = F+ = F- on V x (9 n 8), where 5%’ = 
B(F+)=B(F-); so 
VuE v, VoELznn, 
@(a) + F(u, w) = T-(s - LP(R)) lim[@,,(v) + F",(v, co)]. 
LEMMA 3.4. We have F E 97 
Proof. (1) F satisfies (Hl). We have that F is positive since 
F’>F->,O.LetuEVando,,o,EBsuchthato,nw,=IZI. 
Let us first prove that F(u,o, VW,) <F(u,o,)+F(u,o,). Let Bc 
co1 vo,. We have B=(Bnw,)U(Bno,) and Bnoj=Bnwicwi 
(i = 1,2). From Lemma 3.3(l) and the definition of F 
Ft (u, B) < F+(u, B n w,) + F+(u, B n w2) 
< F(u, 0 ,) + F(u, q). 
Consequently, F(u, co1 U 02) < F(u, wl) t F(u, q). 
Let us prove now that ‘F(u, w1 U co*) > F(u, w,) + F(u, q). Let B, (= w1 , 
Bz-4, and BE@ such that ~,U~2cBc~cw,Uo,. Since B= 
(Bno,)u(Bnw,), pi cBnoicBnoi=Bno,co, (i=1,2), and 
(B n or) n (B n 02) = 0, we deduce from Lemma 3.3(2) that 
F(u, co, U co,) > F-(u, B) = F-(u, (B n w,) U (B n co,)) 
>I;-(u,B,) tF-(u,B,)-( j(x,Du) 
WFl 
Consequently, since Jwiw,j(x, Du) \ 0 as Bi /” wi (i = 1,2), we get 
F(u, w, U w2) > sup 
[ 
F-(u, B,) - 1 j(x, Du) BlCWl WWI 1 
+ y, .Xx, Du) 1 1 
> F(u, q) t F(u, wz). 
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In conclasion, F is additive on 8. 
The o-additivity will follow from the continuity properties of F(u, a) on 
increasing sequences of open sets. Let (w,) be a increasing sequence of @. 
Let o = L cu,. We have F(u,_o,) < F(u, o); thus lim T F(u, co,,) < F(u, w). 
On the otl,er hand, for every B c o, there exists, from the Borel-Lebesgue 
theorem, u,,~ such that Bc o, and we have F+ (u, B) < F(u, wno) < 
lim T F(u, ‘I),,); thus F(u, w) Q lim f F( u, wJ. Consequently, F(u, w) = lim T 
F(u, on). Ilence, for every u E V, F(u, .) is a positive Bore1 measure, which 
is outer re,:ular by definition. 
(2) F satisfies (H2). For every o E 6, F(., o) is 1.s.c. on V as the 
supremum of the functions Ft (a, B) which are 1.s.c. on I’. Moreover, since 
F(u, w) < F+(u, w) and F+(., o) is proper (cf. Step 3), it follows that 
F(+, w) is Jroper. 
(3) F satisfies (H3). This is true because F is the supremum of the 
functions Jt (., B) w ic are decreasing by lemma 3.3(3). h’ h 
(4) F satisfies (H4). Let U, u E V and w E B be such that u j. = v Jw . Let 
A, A ’ E B such that A’ c A cx c w. There exists u,, + u in LP(J2) such that 
Q(u) + F-(u, A) = lim inf[@‘,(u,) + F,(u,, A)]. 
Let BE M’l@(Q) b e such that 8= 1 on A’, 0=0 on a/A, and Og6< 1. 
Let z, + z in Lp(Q) be such that lnw j,(x, Dz,) --f lnw j(x, Du). Let u, = 
e24, + (1 --e)z,. Wehaveu,+f?u+(l-0)u=usinceu=uonwand 
Q(u) f F-(u, A’) < lim inf[@,(u,) + FJu,, A’)]. 
We use tlie same argument as in part (b) of the proof of Lemma 3.3(2) to 
estimate In j,(x, tDu,) and lim inf[J”, j,(x, Du,) + F,(u,, A’)] (but here 
z, -+ u). Ve get 
1. m inf[ @,(u,) + F,(u, , A’)] 
< lim inf j,(x, Du,,) + F&,, , A) 1 + Sow Ax, Du). 
so 
P(u) + F-(u, A’) 
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Hence 
J+wtF-(U.A')~j j(x,Du)tF-(&A) T 
Since u = v on w and sUW j(x, Du) \ 0 as A’ / w, we get 
F(u, 0) = sup F- (?A A ‘) < F(u, 0). 
T’co 
Interverting the role of u and u, we obtain F(u, w) = F(u, w). 
(5) F satisfies (H5). Let u, u E I’, w E 8, and B E 9 such that Bc w. 
There exist u, + u in LP(R) and v, + v in Lp(fl) such that 
Q(u) + F+(u, B) = lim sup[C~~(u,) + F,,(u,, B)], 
Q(u) t F+(u, B) = lim sup[@,(u,) t F;,(u,,B)]. 
Since u, A v, --f u A v in LP(R) and u, V v, + u V v in L”(O), we have 
@(u A u) + I;-(u A v, B) < lim inf[@,(u, A v,) t FJu, A v,, B)], 
@(u V Y) + F-(u V v, B) < lim inf[@,(u, V v,) t F,(u, V v,,, B)]. 
By addition of these two inequalities, using (H5) for F, and the equality 
@,A%, V v,J + @.(u, A v,,) = @,(u,> + @&A we get 
@(uAv)+@(uVv)+F-(uAv,B)+F-(uVv,B) 
4 lim inf[@,(u,) + @,(v,) + F,(u,, B) t F,(un, B)] 
Q lim sup[ @,,(u,) + F,,(u,, B)] + lim SUP [ @,(v,> t F,(v, , B)] 
C Q(u) + F+(u, B) t Q(u) + F+ (u, B). 
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Hence F-(u A u, B) + F-(u V v,B) < F’(u, B) + F’(u, B) < F(u, o) + 
F(u, w). Consequently, 
F(u A u, 0) + F(u v u, 0) < F@, w) + F(v, w). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1, we have the following 
result th:.t we shall use in the case of bilateral constraints (cf. 
Theorem 11.12): 
COROLI.ARY 3.5. The same statement of Theorem 3.1 is still true if 
hypothesis (H3) of the definition of ST is replaced by the hypothesis 
(H3’ I VW E 0, v -+ F(v, co) is increasing. 
ProoJ In the proof of Theorem 3.1, hypothesis (H3) satisfied by F, is 
used only in the proof of Lemma 3.3 (1, 3). Under hypothesis (H3’), these 
proofs m:ty be established by using analogous techniques. In Part (1) it 
suffices to consider uk A ui instead of ni V ui. In Part (3) it suffices to 
consider tne two sequences uf, + u’ and ui --f u* in L”(Q) such that 
@(u ‘) = lim @,(ui), 
@(u’) + FS (u*, B) = lim sup[@,(ui) + F(ut, B)], 
and to prove 
F + (u’, B) < lim sup[@,(ui A ui) + F,(ui A ui, B)] - @(u’) 
< F+ (u*, B). 
COROL.~ARY 3.6. Let (@,), (F,), (n,), @, F, and 9 be as in 
Theorem 3.1. Then, for every u E V and w E 9 n d with meas aw = 0, 
@(u, w) + F(u, w) = T-(s - Lp(Q)) ii [@,& q) + F&A w)] 
k+m 
(we denote @(u, w) = I, j(x, Du) and @&, 0) = 1, j,(x, Du)). 
Proof. We denote nk by n for simplicity. First, let u, --t u in L’(G) such 
that 
We have 
@(u, ~2) + F(u, w) = lim[@,,(u,, a) + F,(u,,, co)]. 
r -(s - Lp(Q)) lim sup [@,(v, w) + F,(v, w)] 
~limsup[Q3,(u,,~)+F,(u,,w>l 
< lim sup[ @Ju,, , Q) + F,(u,, , w)] - lim inf @,,(u,, Sa\G) 
< @(u, Q) + F(ir, w) - @(u, O\G) = @(u, w) + F(u, w). 
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Conversely, let u, -P u in Lp(sl) such that 
r- (s - LP(Q)) 1 im inf [@Jo, w) + FJv, w)] 
= lim inf[ Qn(z4,, w) + F,(u,, o)]. 
For every w’ E e such that 6’ co and meas aw’ = 0, we have from the 
proof of Lemma 3.3(2(b)) 
@(u, 6’) + F-(u, 0’) = qu, 8) + F-(24, w’) - @(u, l?\f3’) 
< iim inf[ Q&4,, w) + F.(u,, co)] 
( r- (s - Lyf2)) 1 im inf [@,(v, 0) + F,(v, w)]. 
When W’ ] w, we have 
@(u, 6’) t @(u, 0) and sup F-(u, w’) = F(u, 0). 
&‘cw 
It follows that 
@(U, 0) + F(u, 0) < Z-(s - Lp@2)) lim inf [@,(v, 0) + I;Jv, w)]. 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let (@,), (F,), (n,), @, F, and 2 be us in 
Theorem 3.1. We suppose @, = @. Let 
Then 
I”(& w) = 0, if 27 > u” q.e. on w, 
= tco, elsewhere. 
r-6 -L’(Q)) f; [Q(u) t F&, w) t I’@, CO)] 
k-m 
exists and is equal to 
r-(S - Lp(f2)) f’-“, [Q(u) t F&, co)]. 
Proof: From Theorem 3.1, Z’-(s - LP(R)) lim [Q(v) + Fnk(u, w)] exists, 
First, we have 
Z-(S - L”(O)) lim inf [@J(U) + Fn(u, w) + Z’(u, CO)] 
> Z-(s - Lp(.f2)) lim[@(u) + F,,(u, o)] 
since Z’(v, w) > 0. 
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Conver ;ely, there exist u, + u in L”(Q) such that 
r- [s - Lp(Q)) lim [Q(u) + FJv, w)] = lim[@(U,) + F,(u,, o)]. 
We have 
r-,,s - Lp(J2)) lim sup [Q(v) + F,(v, w) + P(u, w)] 
< lim sup[@(u, V 24) + F,(un V 24, co)] 
< lim sup[@(u,) + Q(u) - @(u, A U) + F,(& @)I 
< lim sup[@(u,) + F,(U,, o)] t lim sup[@(u) - @(U, A U)l 
< T-(s - Lp(sl)) lim [Q(v) t F,(v, o)]. 
3.1.2. Ccnvexity of the Limit Constraint Functional 
In Sect ion 4, we shall obtain an integral representation for functionals in 
Xc ; because of the lack of continuity of these functionals, we use in an 
essential way their convexity. When the energy functionals are quadratic, we 
prove in the following proposition this convexity property: 
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let (Q’,), (F,), @, and F be as in Theorem 3.1. 
Moreove,*, we assume p = 2, @,, E k$, and F, E Xc. Then @ E gq and 
F EYc. In other words, if Gn are quadratic functionals and F, are convex 
functionc;ls, then F is convex. 
Proof: (1) Let us first-prove the following abstract lemma: 
LEMM.~ 3.9. Let V be a topological vector space with topology t. Let a,, 
and a be symmetric bilinear forms on V and Q,(u) = a,(u, u) and 
Q(u) = G (u, u) for all u E: V. Let G, and Gt be functionals from V into D. 
We supjpose that the G, are convex, @ = r-(t) lim @,,, and Cp t Gt = 
r-(z) liri sup[@, + G,]. Then G+ is convex. 
Proof of Lemma 3.9. Let u, v E V, Q E [0, 11, and /3 = 1 -a. Let (u,) 
and (v,) be such that u, --t u and V, + v in r - V. Using the convexity of G,, 
we obtain 
Gt ((:u + /?v) < lim sup[ @,(a~, t fiv,) t G&u, t Bv,,) - @(au t Pv)] 
Q a lim SUP[@~(U,) t G,(u,) - G(u)] 
+/?lim~up[@~(u,) t G,(v,)- @P(V)] t IimsupA., 
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where 
a@(u) +/M(u) - @(au t Pu) 
= a( 1 - a) a(u, 24) + p( 1 - 8) a(u, u) - 2a/?u(u, u) = ap@(u - u). 
It follows that A, = a/3(@@ - u) - @Ju, - u,)). Since @ = r-(r) lim Qn 
and u, - u,, + u - u, we have lim sup A, < 0. Consequently, for every u, -+ u 
and u,-+u in r-V, 
G’(au +/3u) < a lim sup[@,(u,) t G,(u,) - Q(u)] 
+ P lim SUP[@,(U,) + G,@,) - @&)I 
and therefore 
G+(au +pu)<aG’(u) +/?G+(u). 
(2) Let us now prove Proposition 3.8. From Theorem 3.1, it suffices to 
prove that for all o E b, I;(., w) is convex. Since @,, E k$, we can write 
0,(u) = u,,(u, U) and Q(u) = u(u, u), where a, and a are symmetric positive 
bilinear forms over V. From Lemma 3.9, for all B E 9, F’(., B) is convex. 
It follows that, for all o E 8, F( ., co) is convex. 
When the energy functionals are no longer quadratic, unfortunately, the 
abstract result of Lemma 3.9 completely fails. 
EXAMPLE. Let G! = IO, 1 [ and g, be defined by 
g,= 1, on U {[2k/n, (2k t 1)/n]; O<k <n/2}, 
=-a 3 on lJ{[(2k+I)/n,(2k+2)/n];O<k<n/2}. 
Let 
G,(u) = 0, if u>g, onR, 
= +m, elsewhere. 
Let](t)= (I/p) ]tlP (p > 1). Then, 
I’-- (w - L’(Q)) fz ,,’ j(u) dx + G.(u)] = j-- $(u) dx, 
n-rm 
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(6(t) = (VP) I tlP, if t>l 
= (1/2p)(l + ]2t - 1 IP), if t<l. 
Furtherniore, the function 4 - j is convex only for p = 2. This r-limit can be 
compute1 using a duality method. 
Conjecrture. In our context, the r-limit functional can be written as the 
sum of 1 he energy functional, which depends only of the gradient, and the 
constraiirt functional, which is decreasing with u. We conjecture that, in this 
situation, the convexity of the sum of two such functionals implies the 
convexit ,’ of each of them. In [6], under some additional assumptions, this 
result is proved. 
3.1.3. R’hen the Limit Constraint Functional is of Obstacle Type: the Mosco 
Convergence of the Constraint Functionals 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Let (F,) be a sequence of Sr. As in Theorem 3.1, we 
assume :H7) with Q,(v) = 11 v ll”y and let 9 and F be such that, for all u E V 
and wE 9nb, 
II u 11’ + F(u, 0) = r- (s - L’(f-2)) ;E [II v 11’ + F&, co)]. 
n-cc 
Let w EI 9 n 8. We suppose that the functionals F,(., co) take only the 
values zero and +a-~. The two following statements are equivalent: 
(i) F(., w) takes only the values zero and +co, 
(ii) the sequence (F,(., co)) converges in the Mosco sense in V. 
Moreover, tf’(i) or (ii) is satisfied, then the sequence (F,(., w)) converges in 
the Mosco sense to F(., w). 
Prooj: We recall that a sequence (G,) converges to G in the Mosco sense 
in V if 
(M 1) Vu E D(G), 3u, E D(G,): u, + u in V and G(u) = lim G,(u,); 
(M 2) Vu E V, Vu, : u, - u in w - V, G(u) Q lim inf G,(u,). 
(i) irzplies (ii). Let u E D(F(., w)), i.e., F(u, o) = 0. There exists (u,) 
such th,it u, + u in Lp(Q) and 
I(uIIp + F(u, w) = lim[l(u,IIP + F,,(unr w)]. 
Conseq Jently, F,(u,, w) = 0 for n > n, and ]I u ]Ip = lim I] un ]Ip. Hence u, -+ u 
in V and we have (Ml). 
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On the other hand, let u E Y and U, - u in w - V. We have 
llullp + F(u, 0) < lim inf[l]u,()P + F,(un, w)]. 
Either F(u, o) = 0 or F(u, w) = +co. If F(u, w) = 0, we have trivially 
F(u, o) < lim infF,,(u,, w). If F(u, w) = +co, we have lim inf[llu,j]P + 
FJu,,, w)] = +co and hence lim inf F,(u,, w) = +co since (u,) is bounded in 
V. The implication (i) S- (ii) follows. 
(ii) implies (i). Let G(., o) b e such that F,,(., w) converges to G(., w) in 
the Mosco sense in I’. 
Let us first prove that ‘D(G(., w)) = {u; G(u, w) = 0) c {u; F(u, o)} = O}. 
Let u E D(G(+, 0)). F rom (Ml) there exists u, E D(F,(., w)) such that 
u,, -+ I( in Y and G(u, w) = lim F,,&, w) = 0. Moreover 
II u IIP + flu, 0) < 1 im inf[]l u, IJp + F,(u,, w)] = II u lip. 
Hence F(u, w) = 0. 
Let us prove now that for all u E V, G(u, o) < F(u, w). There exist u, - u 
in w - V such that 
lIuIIp + W, WI= lim[llu,llP + F,k, 011. 
From (M2) we have G(u, w) < lim inf F,,(u,, w). It follows that 
11 u lip + G(u, o) = I im inf ]I 24, ]Ip + lim inf F,(un, w) 
< lim inf[]] 24, ]Ip + FJz4,, w)] = 1124 ]Ip+ F(u, w). 
Finally, from the two above properties, we obtain 
D(G(., w)) = {u; G(u, o) = 0) = {u;F(u, o) = 0} = D(F(-, w)). 
Hence F = 0 or +co and F(., w) = G(a, cc). 
Remark. In the situation of Proposition 3.10, if (i) or (ii) is satisfied, 
then the solutions a,, of Min{JJvJJP + F,(v, w); v E V} converge to the 
solution u of Min(lJvlJP + F( v, 0); v E I’} strongly in I’. But, when a relax- 
ation phenomenon occurs, we have only u,’ converges to ut strongly in V, 
this is the purpose of 
PROPOSITION 3.11. Let (F,), (@,), F, @, and 9 be as in Theorem 3.1. 
Let wE9n8. Let uE V and (u,) be such that u,-u in w-V and 
Q(u) + F(u, w) = lim [ @“(u,,) + FJu,, w)]. We suppose that there exist 
z E V and z, + z in Lp(sl) such that FJz,, w) = 0 and @,(z,) + Q(z). Then 
F(u, w) = F(u A z, o), @(u V z) = lim @Jz4, V z,), 
@(a A z) + F(u A z, w) = lim[@,(u, A z,J + F,(u, A z,, o)]. 
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In parfkflar, if z = z, = 0 and @(a) = )I + IIF, then F(u, w) = F(--u-, co), 
lf,’ + u + ‘n s - V and 
jl u; y + F,(-If, , w)) -+ II u - IIP + q-u -, 0). 
ProoJ We first remark that F,(u A z,, o) = F,(u, w) because F, is 
decreasing, and satisfies (H5). We have 
Q(u) + F(u, w> 
= lim[@&,> + F,,(u,,, &)I 
= lim[ Qn(U, V z,,) - @,(z,) + @Ju,, A z,,) + F,(u, A z,, o)] 
> h @&, V z,,) - @p(z) + lim[ @,(u, A z,,) + FJu,, A z,, o)] 
> @(u V z) - Q(z) + @(u A z) + F(u A z, w) 
> Q(u) + F(u A z, w). 
Hence thl: inequalities above are equalities and thus 
F(u, w) = F(u A z, o), @(u V z) = lim @Ju, V zn), 
Q(u A z) + F(u A z, w) = lim[@,(u, A z,J + F,(u, A z,, w)]. 
3.2. Bilateral Constraints 
THEOREM 3.12. Let (@JnsN be a sequence of 8. Let (F,& N and 
(Fih~ I e two sequences of functionals verifying (Hl), (H2), (H4), and 
(H5) such that, for every w E B and n E N, F,!,(., W) is decreasing and 
Fi(. , co) 1 s increasing, and satisfying the following hypothesis: 
3z E v, 32, + z in Lp(Q) such that @,(zn) + @P(z) 
and FA(z *, w) = Fi(z,, , o) = 0 for every n E N and w E 4. Then there exist 
@ E Z”, fi ’ and 1;’ satisfying (Hl), (H2), (H4), and (H5), I;’ decreasing, F* 
increasin,; and there exist a subsequence (n,J and a rich family 9’ of.9 such 
that VuE V, VwES’fT@, 
cqu) = I-- (s - LP(l2)) fi Q,(v), 
k+m 
Q(u) + F’(u A z, o) + F*(u V z, w) 
= T-(s - Lp(R)) lim[ Q,,(v) + F&(v, w) + Fik(v, o)]. 
In fact F’ and F2 are defined by 
Q(u) + F’(u, o) = I’-(s - Lp(0)) lim[@,,(v) + Pi&v, w)] 
for i= 1,2. 
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Proof of Theorem 3.12. From Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.5, there exist 
@ E 8, F’ and F2 satisfying (HI), (H2), and (H4)-(H6), F’ decreasing, F* 
increasing, and there exist (n,J (denoted by n for simplicity) and 5 a rich 
family of 9 such that Vu E V, VW E 9 n d, i = 1,2, 
Q(u) + F’(u, o) = T-(S - Lp(0)) lim[@,(u) + Fi(v, w)]. 
We shall use the following very simple lemma: 
LEMMA 3.13. Let z E V and F: V+ R + be such that F(z) = 0 and 
vu, u E v, F(u V v) + F(u A v) <F(u) + F(v). 
Then if F is decreasing (resp. increasing), F(u) = F(u A z) (req. F(u) = 
F(u V z))fir each u E V. 
Proof of Lemma 3.13. We have F(u A z) + F(u V z) <F(u). If F is 
decreasing, F(u) < F(u A z) and if F is increasing, F(u) < F(u V z). The 
lemma follows. 
Let us now prove the theorem. Let u E V. There exists u, + u in LP(R) 
such that 
r- (s - Lp(i2)) lim[ G,(v) + F:(u, 0) t F:(v, co)] 
= lim[ @,(u,> + F:(u,, 0) + F;(u,, o)] 
= lim[ @,(u,) + F;(u, A z,, o) + Fi(u, V z,, o)] from Lemma 3.13 
= lim[@,(u, A z,,) + @"(u,, V z,J - @,(z,) 
+ F,h, A z,, 0) + F;(u, V z,, u)] 
2 lim[ @,&, A z,J + F:(u, A z,, co)] 
t !h[@,(u, V z,J t F:(u,, V z,, o)] + h.n[-@,,(z,)] 
> @(u A z) t F’(u A z, co) t @(u V z) t F*(u V z, w) - ‘D(z) 
> Q(u) + F’(u A z, w) t F’(u V z, w). 
Conversely, let u E V. There exists u, -+ u in L”(Q) such that 
@,(u,) + Q(u) and there exist ui + u A z in Lp@2) and uz -+ u V z in Lp(Q) 
such that 
@(u A z) + F’(u A z, w) = lim[@,(uA) t Fi(ui, a)], 
@(u V z) + F’(u V z, w) = lim[@,(ui) + F:(ui, w)]. 
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It follows. by addition of the above equalities, that 
@p(u) + F’(u A z, w) + F*(u V z, w) 
= 4(z) + @(u A z) + @(u V z) + F’(u A z, w) + F*(u V z, w) 
= -Q(z) + lim[@,,(u~) + FA(uA, w) + @‘,(ufJ + Fi(ui, w)] 
= -Q(z) + lim[@,(uA) + Fk(uA A z,, w) + @Juf) + FfJui V z,, co)] 
2 -Q(z) + lim[@&;) t F;((u:, A zn) V (u, A zJ, co) t @,(uj;) 
+ Fit@: V zn) A (%a V z,Ao)l 
:: -@p(z) t lim[@,(u~) + F;(v;, w) + @,(u;) t I;;(& w)] / 
t !im[@,(~~) - @“(Q t @&;> - @,(u3], 
where VA := (u: A z,J V (u, A z,) and ui = (u: V z,) A (u, V z,J. But 
.hP”(4> - w4 + @A4 - @nW 
= !im[@,(uf, A z,) t @,(u:, Vz,) - @&,) - @,(u:) 
+ ‘W: V z,J + @Au: A z,,) - @,k,> - @P,@:)l 
= !h[@,(v:) t @,((u:, A z,) A (u, A z,)) 
- @,A%, A z,,) + @,<u:, V zn) - @&n> - @n(d) 
+ @&a + M4 v zn) v (%I v Z”>> 
- @A, V z,,) + @,,(d A z,,> - @,&n> - Wi% 
= 4h[@,((u:, A z,) A (u,, A zJ) t @,,(u:, V z,) 
•t @“((4 v 4 v hi v zn>> 
t @,(u:, A z,J - Q(u) - 3@(z)] 
since 
~j,(u, A zn) + @A%, V4 = @n(s) + @,(z,> 
+ Q(u) t Q(z) 
> b[@,((u:, A z,J A (u, A zn>) - @(u A z)] 
t linl[@"(U:, v ZJ - @(z>] 
+ lim[@',((uf v z,) v (24, vZJ) - @p(u v z)] 
+ b[@,(uf, A zn> - Q(z)] 
> 0. 
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Consequently, we have 
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@(Id) + P(u A z, 0) + F2(U v z, 0) 
7 
> -Q(z) + lim[@,(v~) + FA(vi, w) + @,(vi) + Fi(vi, w)]. 
Let us define v, by 
Since 
v:, -z, = -(u:, -zn)- A (u,-zz,)- GO, 
v;:-zz,=(u~-z”)+ A(U,-zJ+ 20, 
and inf((uf, - ZJ A (u, - z,)-, (u: - z,)+ A (u, - z,)+) = 0, we have 
(v, - zn)- = -(VA - z,) and (v, - z,)+ = (vi - z,); thus u’ = 
z, - (v, - ZJ = v, A z, and vz = z, + (v, - z,,)+ = v, V z,. Furthermire, 
V, d u in LP(R). It follows that 
Q(u) + F’(u A z, w) + F*(u V z, w) 
- 
> -Q(z) + hm[@,,(v, A z,,) + FA(v, A z,, o) 
+ @“(U, v Z”) + CA& v z, 9 a)] 
> -Q(z) + E[ @“(V,) + @“(Z,) + F&, 0) t Fgv, 7 o)] 
> I--@ - LP(l2)) iz[@,(v) + FA(v, w) + F;(v, co)]. 
In conclusion, 
G(u) t F-‘(u A z, co) t F*(u V z, cu) 
= T-(S - LP(R)) lim[@,(u) t FA(u, 0) t Fi(v, w)]. 
Remark. In [ 161, Dal Maso gives the statement of a compactness 
theorem for another class of “bilateral” constraint functionals. 
4. INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION FOR THE FUNCTIONALS OF* 
In this section we establish an integral representation for functionals of the 
class <. This result was first obtained by De Giorgi, Dal Maso, and Longo 
(cf. [ 15, 181). We give here a complete demonstration which is slightly 
different from [ 151 and uses a new result of [ 21 concerning the approx- 
imation of a convex 1.s.c. functional by an increasing sequence of convex 
continuous polyhedral functionals. 
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THEORZM 4.1. Let FE 3. Then, there exist two positive Radon 
measures ,u and v, p of finite energy and there exists an application 
f: (X,t)ERXRE+f(x,t)E]-co, +co] 
Bore1 mezsurable with respect to x and convex, l.s.c., and decreasing with 
respect ta t, such that 
buE v, VoEb, F(u, w> = j f(x, u(x)) d/4x) + v(w). w 
Moreover, we can take v(B) = F(u,, B) with u,, E V and such that, for all 
B E 9, I;‘(u,, B) < +co and I, f(x, t) dp(x) + v(B) > 0. 
Proof (f Theorem 4.1. Let F E K, The proof will be divided into several 
steps. 
Step 1. 
PROPO,IITION 4.2. Let df)i,N be a dense sequence of V and (w&~ be a 
dense denumerable family of d. For every i, k E IN we define F’(.) = F(., ok), 
uik by 8F ‘(ut,J + H(u, - fJ 3 0, ,u, = H(u, - fi) E 4Fk(uik), where aFk is 
the subdiJ)“erential of Fk and H is the duality mapping from V onto V’. Then, 
for every v E V, k E N 
F(v, wk) = SUP 
isN 
F(U,k, ok) + J 
wk 
Proof. This representation of F(-, ok) will follow from a general result 
[2, Theorem 21 concerning the approximation of a convex 1.s.c. functional by 
an increr sing sequence of polyhedral convex functionals, which we recall 
here: 
THEOREM [ 2, Theorem 21. Let V be a reflexive separable Banach space 
and F: I’-+ ]--co, +a~] a convex 1.s.c. proper functional. Let ~i)isiv be a 
dense c’enumerable subset of V. Let ui be the solution of 
aF(u,) + H(ui - fi) 3 0, where H is the duality map from V onto V’. Then, 
for every v E V, 
F(V) = SUP {F(Ut) + (Hdfi - ut), V - Ui)}* 
isN 
Theref 3re, under the hypothesis of Proposition 4.2, we obtain 
F(v, ok) = SUP {F(u,kv Ok) + @ik9 Uik - V)V~,V}. 
i6N 
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In fact p,, E V’+, i.e., p,, is a positive measure on R of finite energy (cf. [4], 
for instance), since from (H3) and the definition of 8Fk we have 
vu E vi, F(Uik, wk) >/F(u, + UT Ok) >F(Uik, Ok) - &ik, ‘> 
so VUE v+, (,uik, V) > 0. From [4, Proposition 2.2 I], for all u E V, 
Gik, u) = ln ~79,. Moreover, supp,~~, c 8, since, using (H4), for every 
u E V such that supp u c 0\6,, we have 
F(Uik, cok) =F(uik f u, ok) >F(Uik, wk) * &ikv 0); 
hence Gik, u) = 0. Consequently, for all u E V 
@ik~“ik-U)=j (cik-adpik 
wk 
and Proposition 4.2 follows. 
Step 2. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. For every u E V, o E 8, 
F(Uik, 0 n Wk) + j (~ik - 6) d~ik 
w 
First, let us prove the following lemma we shall use in the proof of this 
proposition: 
LEMMA 4.4. We have Vi, k E N, VW E 8, V# E V, @I > 0, 
(a) F(uik + 4, 0 n wk) > F(Uikv w n wk) - .f, Jhik 9 
(b) F(ui/t - 6 w n wk) > F(Uik9 o n wk) + .fu Fdpik- 
Proof of Lemma 4.4. _Let (OJnEN be an increasing sequence of open sets 
in cc) such that O,,CO,CO,+~C..-CO and U,,On=~. From the 
Urysohn lemma, there exist 8, E g(O) satisfying 
en= i on G,, 9, = 0 on Q\o, o<e,< 1. 
Let 0, = d/3,,; then 4, satisfies 
$,=P on O,, 4, =0 on fl\o, 0 < 4, Q $. 
By definition of ptk, we have the properties 
(1) I;t”ik + dn, wk) 2 F(“tkv wk) -.f 6n ‘piky 
(2) F(uik - #n 3 L”k) 2 F(Uik, Ok) + f 6” dPik* 
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(a) Lel us first deduce part (a) of Lemma 4.4 from property (1). We 
have, using, successively (Hl), (H4), and (H3), 
Hence pro Jerty (1) implies 
> F(Uik, ok n 0,) + F(Uik, uk\On) - j 6” #ik* 
But F(u, mk\On) < F(U,,, wk) < -t-co Since F(., wk) f i-co and from the 
definition If uik (uik = Arg minosv (F(v, ok) + i 1) u - f;:ll$}). Consequently, 
F(uik •k 6 wkn 0,) >F(uik, Wknon) - j % dC(ik* 
When n --) +oo, since 0, (wk n 0,) = wk n 0, we get 
(b) Let us now deduce part (b) of Lemma 4.4 from property (2). We 
have, usins successively (HI), (H3), and (H4) 
I’(uik - 4,~ ok) = F(ui/q - 4,) ok n 0) + F(u, - 4,) uk\G) 
< F(Uik - 0, ok n 6) + F(Uik, ok\G). 
Hence prc perty (2) implies, since F(uik, w,\G) < +co, 
But, since w E+ F(u,, - 4, ok n o) is increasing, the family 9 of open sets 
w such that 
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is dense (cf. Section A2 of the Appendix). Consequently, for every w E 9, 
F(uik - 4, wk n 0) > F(Uik, wk f-l 0) + j $dPik. 
w 
Since every open set is inner regular with respect to a Bore1 measure, this 
inequality remains true for all w E 8. 
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Let u E V and w E 4. We apply Lemma 4.4 
with $!/ = (U - U,k)+ in (a) and 4 = (uik - u)+ in (b) and add the two 
inequalities obtained 
F(uik v U, w n Wk) + F(u, A U, W n ok) 
> 2F(U, 9 0 n wk) + j (u’ik - 5) dpik a 
w 
Applying (H5) we get 
F(u, W n uk) > F(U, 3 W n ok) + j (u’ik - 6) &ik 
w 
and hence 
Conversely, from Proposition 4.2 we have 
VkEN, F(u, wk) = SUP 
I 
F(u,,, 
isN 
wk) + j c”“ik - v”) dCrik * 
Gk I 
Then VB E 9, Vk E N such that B 3 Gk, 
F(u, wk) = :‘Jt /F(ui,, wk n B) + J (;jk - 6) dPik a 
B 1 
Consequently, VB E 9, 
sup F(u, Ok) < sup 
B%Jk i,kcN I 
F(Uik> uk n B) + j (cik - v’) dPik * 
B I 
Taking B = w E @, since F(u, .) is a Bore1 measure, any open set is inner 
regular, we obtain 
VwEb, F(u, w> < sup 
Step 3. Let F,, be defined by Vu E V, VB E 9, 
F,k(U, B) = F(Uikv B n Wk. + j (u’ik - 6) dPik* 
B 
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From Proposition 4.3 
vv E v, VW E 4, F(v, w) = sup Fik(U, w). 
PROPOSITION 4.5. For all r E N, we define F,: V x 9 + iii ’ as follows: 
VUE v, VBE9, 
Fr LV, B) = sup 
I 
i Fik(U, B(k); Bi, are disjoint, 
i,k= I 
i, Bi,=B/, 
i,k= 1 
i.e., F,(v, ) is the smallest positive measure which is greater than Fik(v, a) for 
each 1 < ‘, k < r. Then 
(a) VrE N, F,EXC. 
(b) VrE NF,<F,+, and Vu E V, VW E @, F(u, CO) = SUP,~ NFr(u, CO). 
(c) Vr E N, Vu, u E V, VB E 9, IF,(u, B) - F,(v, B)I < I, lzi - v’( dp,., 
where ,u, is the positive Radon measure of finite energy ,ur = sUp{Clik ; 1 < i, 
k < r}. 
Proof (a) By definition of F, and F,, for all Y E V, FJv, .) is a 
positive outer regular Bore1 measure. Moreover, for all w E 8, u t-+ Fr(v, w) 
is convex, I.s.c., proper, and decreasing, verifying (H4) as a supremum of 
functiona s having these properties. 
It remzins to prove that F, satisfies (H5). For this, let B E 9 and consider 
(Bik)l(i,k<r and (Ctk)l<i,k<r two families of disjoint subsets of 9 such that 
UF,,=, Bi, = B and lJi,,=, Cik = B. Let 
Then (Dli) and (Eik) are two families of disjoint subsets of 2’. It is easy to 
verify ths t 
C [Fik(U A 2)~ Bik) + Fik(U V ‘J, Cik)] 
i.k 
=g [F(u,k,D,knwk)+F(uik,EiknW,) 
+ jD,k ccik - c) hik + I,,, t”“ik - c) hik] 
< F,.(u, B) + Fr(u, B). 
Consequmtly, F,(u A u, B) f F,(u V v, B) < F,(u, B) + F,(v, B). 
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(b) From the definition of F,, we have F, < F,, r . First, for every u E V, 
WE@, t-12 N, 1 <i, k,<r, 
It follows that SUP,,NJ’,(~> W) 2 SUpi,kGN Fik(U> W) = P(Y, w), from 
Proposition 4.3. 
Conversely, for all v E V, w E 8, i, k E N, 
Since F and F, are outer regular, it follows that 
F(u, B) > J’ik(U, B) for all v E I’, B E 9, i, k E N. 
Consequently, for every u E I’, B E 9, r E N, 
f’(~, B) 2 i J’ik(U, Bik), 
i,k= 1 
where B, are disjoint and ui,,=, B, = B. Hence F(u, B) > F,(u, B) and it 
follows that F(u, B) > SUP,,~ Fr(u, B). 
(c) Let r E N, U, u E V, B E 9, and 
,uu, = sup{,~~,; 1 < i, k < r}. 
For every (Bik) disjoint with lJi,k= I B, = B, we have from definition of Fik 
Fik(Up Bik) - Fik(U, Bik) = I, (c - 6) d‘ik < JB, I u’ - cl &r, 
so cL,k= 1 Frk(U, Bik) < F,(u, B) + I, 1 u’- dl dp,. Consequently, F,(u, B) < 
F,(u, B) + jB 1 ZZ - 51 dp, and If;&, B) - F,(u, B)l < .fB 1 rZ - Cl dp,. 
Step 4. An integral representation for F will result from an integral 
representation for F,, stated in 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let F E rC. We assume that there exists a positive 
Radon measure 8 offinite energy such that 
Vu, u E V, VB ES, ) F(u, B) - F(u, B)I < j I zi - Cl do. 
B 
Then, there exist a positive Radon measure v and a function f: (x, t) E 
R X IR +P f(x, t) E IR satisfying 
(i) for every t E IR, x t-+ f (x, t) is Bore1 measurable; 
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(ii) for t?-a.e. x E f2, t t-+ f (x, t) is convex, continuous, and decreasing 
such that 
buE v, VBE9, F(u, B) = j f(x, C(x)) de(x) + v(B). 
B 
Proof: Let uO E V be such that, for every B E 2, F(u,, B) < +co. For 
every t E IR, the measure ~9~ defined by 
B,(B) = F(u, + t, B) - F(u,, B) 
satisfies B,(B)1 < ( t 1 B(B) f or every B E 9. From the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem, there exists f, E L ‘(de) such that 6, = f,6. Hence, denoting 
f(x, t> = J ;(x), we get 
VBE9, F(u, + t, B) - F(u,, B) = j f(x, t) de(x). 
B 
For ever) t, s E F?, since 
W, + 6 B) - fW, + s, B)I = j (f(x, t) - f(x, s)) d&x) 
B 
it follows that 
If(x,t)-ff(x,s)l~It--I for 8-a.e. x E a. 
Consequc:ntly, t I+ f(x, t) is Lipschitz for O-a.e. x E 0. Moreover, since t t-+ 
F(u, + C, B) - F(u,, B) is convex and decreasing, then, for 8-a.e. x E R, 
t +-+ f(x, t) is convex and decreasing. 
Now 1:t u E V. Since by hypothesis 
IW, + u, B) - WG,, @I Q j, I u’(x)1 d&x), 
it follovs that the measure B t-+ F(u, + U, B) - F(u,, B) is absolutely 
continuous with respect to the measure 1 Cl de. From the Radon-Nikodym 
theorem, there exists g, E L’(lCl de) such that for all B E 9 
F(u,, + u, B) - Go 7 B) = I, g,(x) I u’(x)l de(x). 
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Taking u = t, we get 
m, + t, B) - m 9 B) = I, g,(x) I t Ide(x) =I, J-(x, t> de(x). 
It follows that g,(x) ) t ) = f(x, t) f or all tf [R and for 8-a.e. xEQ. Let us 
now make explicit g,. Let x,, E 0 and B be a neighbourhood of x,, . We have 
= IF(u, t u, B) - F(u, t I&,), B)[ < 1, [u”(x) - I(x,)l d(x). 
Dividing by B(B) and making B 1 {x0} we get, for 8-a.e. x0 
&(X0) I%Jl = gPcx&o) I WCJI = f(% 9 %)). 
Finally we get 
F@,, + u, B) - F(&, B) = j g,(X) I w d%) 
B 
Consequently, for every u E V, 
= 1 B fe, w) dew. 
F(U, B) = j f(X, u’(X) - &(X)> de(X) i- i%, B) 
B 
and Proposition 4.6 follows with v(B) = F(u,, B). 
Step 5. Let us now prove Theorem 4.1. From Proposition 4.5, for all 
u E V and w E b, F(u,w)= SUP,,~ F,(u, w). Let u0 E V be such that 
B I+ F(u,, B) is a positive Radon measure. Let v = F(u,, a). From 
Proposition 4.6, there exist f, and v, = F&, .) such that 
Fh.4 B) = J ./I-t-% u’(x)) 40) + v,(B) for all u E V and BE 9. 
B 
Since V, < v, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem there exists k, E L’(dv) such 
that v,(B) = I, k,(x) d v x ( ) f or all B E 9’. On the other hand, we can write 
jBL(x, u’(x)) d/O) = I, 2’ ll6rllv~.Ux~ @)I 2?$‘,, n I 
376 
Let us define 
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Then p is a positive Radon measure of finite energy. Since dp,/2’ I( dp,11< dp, 
there exit ts, by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, h, E L’(dp) such that 
dp,./2’ \ldp,.ll = h, Q; we get 
F-tu, B) = j, 2’ II 44 .fr(x, +I> k.(x) 44) + j, k,(x) d$x). 
Take x = 2 + V. From the Radon-Nikodym theorem, there exist h and k in 
L ‘(dx) su :h that ,u = hx and v = kx. We obtain 
WW=j 2’lld~rll.M xv B c(x)) h,(x) h(x) dxtx) + I, k,(x) k(x) dxtx). 
Let g,(x, !) = 2’ Ildp,llf,(x, t) h,(x) h(x) + k,(x) k(x). Then for x-a.e. x the 
sequence (g,k W),, N is increasing since the sequence (F,) increases. 
From the Beppo-Levy theorem, denoting g(x, t) = lim g,(x, t), we obtain for 
every 0 E @ 
W, w) = j g(x, G)) dx(x). 
0 
But since v, = k,v and v, T v, we have k, T 1. Hence 
2’ II d/Al Lb, 4 h,(x) 0) -, g(x, 4 - k(x). 
We definl: f by f(x, t) h(x) = g(x, t) - k(x) with f(x, t) = 0 if h(x) = 0. Then 
t t-+ f(x, , ) is convex, I.s.c., and decreasing. Finally, we obtain, for every 
uEVanlloE@, 
F(u, 0) = j [ftx, G)> h(x) + k(x)1 dxtx) 
0 
= 
I 
f(x, 6(x)) 44x) + v(w). 
w 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let g be a function from 0 into R and let us assume 
that there exists u, E V such that 21, > g q.e. on 9. Then there exists a 
positive ,Zadon measure ,a of finite energy such that for every u E V and 
WEB 
c>g q.e. on w 0 I>, g’ p-a.e. on 0, 
where g’ (s the quasi-u.s.c. regularization of g. 
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Proof: For every u E V and B E 9, let F be defined by 
F(u, B) = 0, if u’> g q.e. on B, 
= +a, elsewhere. 
It is easy to verify that FE XC. From Theorem 4.1, there exist a positive 
Radon measure p of finite energy and a functionf: (x, t) E R X IR --+ [0, +co ] 
Bore1 measurable with respect to x and convex, l.s.c., and decreasing with 
respect o t such that, for all u E V and o E 8, 
W, 0) = j f(x, u’(x)) 44x). 
w 
Hence 
zi > g q.e. on 00 I 
f(x, u”(x)) C+(X) = 0 
lo 
0 f(x, u”(x)) = 0 for p-a.e. x E 0. 
Since t ~f(x, t) is convex, decreasing, and positive, there exists a Bore1 
function x such that f(x, t) = 0 o t > x(x). It follows that 
zi> g q.e. on 0 0 ri>x p-a.e. on 0. 
Denoting by g the quasi-u.s.c. regularization of g, we have (cf. [24], for 
instance) 
ii> g q.e. on woC> g’q.e. on 0, 
and moreover, there exists a sequence (u,) such that u’, \ g q.e. on o. Since 
U;, > x p-a-e. on w, it follows that g’ > x p-a.e. on w. Hence 
zi > g q.e. on 0 0 ri > g’ q.e. on 0 * u’ > g’ p-a.e. on w 
*ri>xp-a-e. on weri>gq.e.on 0, 
and therefore 
rZ>,gq.e.onwot>ijka.e.onw. 
Remark. If g is regular, i.e., g E V, the previous result is the classical 
property of potential theory (cf. [5], for instance) 
g > 0 q.e. on w 0 g > 0 a.e. on w 
(here p is the Lebesgue measure). 
580/50/3-8 
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COROI.LARY 4.8. Theorem 4.1 is still true if hypothesis (H3) of the 
de)nitior; of 6 is replaced by 
(H3’) VW E 4, o + F(u, w) is increasing. 
Proof: This can be obtained adapting the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
5. AN EXAMPLE IN WA*P(ld)~~~~ 1 (p ( OI 
In the case 1 <p < co, we have exhibited in Theorem 3.1 a functional 
F E F s~ich that 
Q(u) + F(u, w) = T-(s - Lp(Q)) lim[Qnk(v) + F,k(~, w)] 
but we do not know if F is a convex functional in the case p # 2; hence we 
can not ;bpply the integral representation theorem. 
In the following particular case, we obtain an explicit integral represen- 
tation foi F. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let us consider again the “fakir’s carpet” (cf: 
Theorem 2.3) with T= B,. We suppose that N > 2, p < N, and 
r,, = n-N,N-p. Then, for every u E Wi+‘(l2), B E 9 with meas aB = 0, 
r- (s - L “(Q)) lim u’u [lo (z ($-gII’d~+F,(a¶B)] 
“‘to 
(where S, is the area of the unit sphere in RN and ZB(u) = 0 if u > 0 a.e. on 
B and I, :u) = +co elsewhere). 
Proof: As in Theorem 2.3, we determine F(u, w) for u = t on o and we 
prove that 
F(u, w) = (1 - t)” F(0, w), if O<t<l, 
= 0, if t> 1, 
= Sal, if t < 0. 
Let us alImit for a moment that F(0, w) = C,,, meas co, where C,,, is a 
constant depending on N andp. This will be proved in Lemma 5.2. It follows 
that F(t, w) = C,,,(( 1 - t) t)p meas w. But, from [6, Theorem 4.31, we 
know that in this particular situation F(u, w) is of the form 
F(u, w> = 1 f (x, u(x)) dx for every u E W’Vco(f2). 
0 
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It follows that, for every u E IV~*p(f2) and B E 9 with meas 8B = 0, 
F(u, B) = C,,, j (( 1 - u(x)) +)p dx + I,(U). 
B 
LEMMA 5.2. We suppose that N > 2, p < N, and I, = neNJNpp. Then 
Min llim inf 1, (2 (2 r )““; 24, -+ 0 in Lp(12); 24, > g, a.e. on w 
1 
= S,((N - p)/(p - l))p-’ meas o. 
This Min is achieved for (z,) defined as follows: 
z,=z on each Pj,, A,z = 0 on (1/2n) B,\r,B,, 
z= 1, On r,,BN9 
= 0, on RN\( 1/2n) B,. 
Proof: We shall use the spherical coordinates @, 8, ,..., 0,-i) on each 
ball Bj(1/2n). (We denote (19 , ,..., ON-,) = 8 for simplicity.) 
(1) Let us first calculate lim inf (, (C (3z,/3xJ2)p’z. Since 
we have pN-’ Idz/dpIp-2 (dz/dp) = C, and hence dz/dp < 0. It follows that 
(-&/dp)p-’ = C,/pN-‘, so -&/dp = Cp--(N-‘)l(p-‘) with C = C:‘(p-‘); 
since - j:n/2n (dz/dp) dp = 1, we obtain 
1 
,,‘/(p- 1) _ (~+V-P)I(P- ‘) ’ 
Consequently, 
J(l,2”)Bc p (z)’ ),, dx 
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Hence 
jw (1: (2fT2dx 
and then 
(2) Plow let us prove that S,((N - p)/(p - l))P-’ (meas w) is exactly 
the Min. Let u, + 0 in LP(fi) with u, > g, a.e. on w. We may suppose 
u, > 0 ar d u, = 1 on tJ,Bj(r,). Using the spherical coordinates @, 0) in the 
ball Bj( 1/2n), we obtain 
u(r,)= 1, ZI & 
( 1 
= ~“biw) 
I 
3 
where u’,(e) is the point on &(1/2n) with coordinate 8. But 
Mil I 
I j 
objur@)lqlN-‘; u(a)=c,u(b)=d~ 
=lC-dlP c<)“’ (,-CN-pj,Cp-i, ‘b-CN-pj,tp-I))“-” 
It follows, for r,, = n -n, that 
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x 
[ 
s, -p(2?QN-’ ( %(X1 Wx) * 
mj( i/zfl) 1 
Consequently 
> c+)“-’ (no(~-p),(p-l) & (N-“““” )“-’ 
X meas 0 . S, - am-’ C J u,(x) Mx) . 
j aN(1/2n) I 
It follows that, for a = iV/(N - p), 
liminf(w (2 (%)‘r2dx 
X lim inf L v 
i n 7 W1/2n) u,(x) d4x). 
As in Lemma 2.4, we prove that (l/n) cj Jaejcl/2n) u,(x) do(x) -+ 0 as n + co 
and thus the proof is complete. 
Remark. Making a change of scale, we can prove, as in Theorem 2.3, 
that 
SN((N - p>/(p - l))‘-’ = (Capp BN)“y 
where Cap, is the capacity associated to the norm of W’~p(FP’). 
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APPENDIX 
We recall here some basic definitions and properties which are used in this 
article. 
Al. r-Convergence (cf. [ 19)) 
DEFINI rIoNs. Let (z -X) be a topological space (space X with topology 
t) satisfying the first axiom of countability. Let (F,) be a sequence of 
functiona s from X into G. The T-lim sup and the T-lim inf of (F,) are 
defined a:, follows: 
T-lr -X) lim sup F,(v) = Min{lim sup F,(u,); un -+ u in r -X}, 
n-w 
“-rU 
r- (z - X) lim inf F,(v) = Min{ lim inf F,,(u,); U, + ZJ in 7 - X}. 
n+m 
u+u 
If these tlvo quantities are equal, their common value is denoted by 
T-(7 -X) !$w F,(u). 
L’ ‘I( 
Variational Properties of the T-Convergence 
Let F := r-(t - X) lim F, and u, = Arg Min F,. We suppose that there 
exists a sequence (n,J such that u,~ + u in z-X as k+ co. Then u = 
Arg Min ,T and 
6&nJ z Min F(u). 
COMPACTNESS THEOREM. Let (z -X) be a topological space with a 
countable base of open sets. For every sequence (Fn)nsN of jiunctionals from 
X to R, trlere exists a subsequence (nJksN such that, for every u E X, 
r-(5 -X) lim F,,(v) exists. 
k--m 
U’U 
A2. Dense and Rich Families of Bore1 Sets (cJ [ 15, 201) 
Let R r: RN be an open subset and let 9 be the family of bounded Bore1 
subsets 0.0. 
DEFINITIONS, A subset CS of 9 is dense in 9 if and only if, for every 
A,BES withAcj,thereexistsDE@suchthatJcticDcB. 
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A subset 9 of_.9 it rich in 9 iff, for every family (B,),,l,,,, of elements 
of 9 such that B, c B, for each s < t, the set {t E IO, 1 [; B, 6 9} is coun- 
table. 
Properties. There exists a countable dense subset of 9. 
A countable intersection of rich subsets of 9 is still rich in 9. 
Every rich subset of 9 is dense in 9. 
If 9 is rich in 9, then 9 n d is dense in 9 (where d is the family of 
bounded open subsets of J2). 
PROPOSITION. Let a: 9 + R + be an increasing functional. Then the 
subset of 9 formed by the sets B satisfying 
sup{a(A); AcB} = a(B) = inf{a(A); Bc A} 
is rich in 9. 
A3. The Capacity of a Line Segment in IF72 
Given A and C, two subsets of R2 with A c C, let Cap, A be the capacity 
of A relative to C, defined by 
Cap, A = Min 
We denote by B(r) the ball of I?* centered at 0 with radius r and B = B( 1). 
We recall that Cap, B(r) = 2x/log( l/r). 
PROPOSITION. Let T be a line segment centered at 0 and let I be the 
length of T. We suppose that I< 2 d&??. Then 
Cap, B(1/2n) < Cap, T < Cap, B(112). 
Remark. This statement improves the inequality of [lo, Lemma 5.21. 
ProoJ The inequality Cap, T Q Cap, B(1/2) is clear because the 
capacity is an increasing function. For the other inequality, let u be the 
capacity potential of T relative to B; u satisfies 
u > 0, u=l on T, u=O onaB, Au=0 on B\T. 
Our goal is to find a function u such that 
v 3 0, v<l onT, v = 0 on aB, Av = 0 on B\T. 
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It will follow, from the maximum principle, that u > v on B and -(au/&) > 
-(&I/&) on 8B. Hence 
Cap,T=jalDul’dx=-j~~~do 
a-- c 
&do={ (Du(*dx 
aB av B 
= jump of 2 across T 
From the properties we want u to satisfy, it is natural to consider u of the 
following form: 
u(x) = k j G(x, Y) 4, 
T 
where k s a constant and G is the Green function of B; namely, 
G(x, y) = $- 
Let UI; prove that v < 1 on T if k = (27r/Z) (l/log(2rr//1)); the other 
properties of u are easy to obtain from the properties of G. For every x E T 
log lx - (l/~)ldyv 
since x k+ J’/:,2 log(l/)x - yl) dy achieves its maximum for x = 0. But 
jr;,210g 1x-i (dY<j;log ($++Y+j;,,210g (;-$) dY 
2 i 112 log yl+ 2 
= -dv 
0 2Y 
and 
! 
112 
log D 
ydy=; [ (1 +;)log (1 +f) +log;] 
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Hence, U(X) = (k/7r)(1/2) log(2@). Consequently, if k = (27$)(l/log(2n/l)), 
then v(x) < 1 on T. 
Now, let us prove that I, {jump of av/av across T} dy = kl. Since 
k 
J 
112 
4x1, x2) = - 
2x -l/2 
- log 
1 
I Y I dtx, - WY))* + x: 1 
4s 
it follows that 
Hence (&/8x,)(x,, x2) -+ - k/2 as x2 -+ O+ and (&/8x,)(x,, x2) -+ +k/2 as 
x2 + O-. Therefore, the jump of &~/ax, across T is k. Consequently, 
Cap, T > kl = 2n/log(2x/l) = Cap, B(1/27r). 
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